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Beyoncé: Everything you need to know about the 'Queen Bey' of
the industry
American singer, songwriter,
actress, and versatile artist,
Beyoncé has been reigning in the
music industry for years now. This
iconic pop singer has never
disappointed her fans instead kept
them entertained with all the
musical and philanthropic
activities. Through the artist has
been leading a happy married life
with rapper Jay-Z, she always made
her presence prominent in the
music scene with her sheer
individuality.
The uber-talented music artist is
being a role model to all the music
artists, mothers as well as all women
around the world with her inspiring
perspective towards life and proper
execution of it. Let’s embrace this
moment by exploring the artist even
further.

About

band named ‘Destiny Child’.

Beyoncé was born in Houston, Texas in
1981 on September 4. This American
singer, named Beyoncé Giselle Knowles
developed her knack for music at a very
young age

Musical Journey

and participated in various singing and
dancing competitions from her
childhood. She became a soloist in her
church’s choir at the age of seven years
only. Nurturing her musical skills even
further, the singer gained a lot of
attention locally as well as
internationally. She enrolled herself in
the Parker Elementary School followed
by High School for the Performing and
Visual Arts and Alief Elsik High School
where she gained intricate knowledge
about music and compositions. She
began to gain more recognition in the
late ‘90s as the lead singer of the girl
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Starting with the ‘Destiny Child’, the
artist is gaining on a never-ending
musical journey with several
ecstatic milestones on the road. She
is one of the best-selling music
artists in the world who spread her
creativity and musical aura across
the world along with a huge record
selling.

Destiny Child (1997-2002)
By the end of the ‘90s, Destiny Child
created a major buzz among the
listeners. The band’s major-label
debut single ‘Kiling Time’ was
featured in ‘Men in Black’ (1997).
Their first major hit was ‘No, No,

World Music
Awards won the prize for Best Contemporary R&B Album.

I Am... Sasha Fierce (2008-2010)
Containing a lot of controversy and criticism, ‘I Am...Sasha
Fierce’ released in 2008 and made the listeners awestruck.
The album emphasizes the alter ego of Beyoncé, known as
Sasha Fierce. The album sold more than 482,000 copies on
the first week with some of the chart-busting tracks like ‘If I
Were a Boy’, ’Halo’, and many others.

4 and Beyoncé (2011- 2015)
In the last decade, Beyoncé tried to explore herself in a
more traditional R&B flavor with mellower singing style
and emotive writing skills. The album ‘4’ and her
eponymous album ‘Beyoncé’ is the greatest example of
that. These certified platinum albums are some of the most
powerful elements from exquisite musical arsenal.

Lemonade (2016 – 2019)

No’, followed by a namesake debut album released in
1998.
The group set an example in the contemporary music
scene and in the history of R&B, soul, and rap music.
Some of the other tracks like, ‘Bills, Bills, Bills’, ‘Jumpin’
Jumpin’, ‘Say My Name’, etc took the band in everyone’s
favorite list.

This is the last and the best urban contemporary album
released by Beyoncé which is carved a deeper notch on her
late career. This album made a record impression through
both offline copies and online streaming.
Other than these albums she has also done several
collaborations with many artists like Shakira, Rihanna,
Lady Gaga, Sean Paul, Usher, and the list keeps going on.
She also sang for many movies and did numerous world
tours.

Dangerously In Love (2003- 2005)

Some amazing facts about Beyoncé

Beyoncé made her first solo recording with Jay-Z in
October 2022, titled ‘03 Bonnie & Clyde’ which peaked
the top place in U.S. Billboard Hot 100 chart. Her first
solo album was ‘Dangerously in Love’. The album sold
over 317,000 copies on the first week and smashed all the
records on Billboard 200. Some of the singles like ‘Baby
Boy’, ‘Crazy In Love’, ‘Me, Myself and I’, ‘Naugthy Girls’,
etc are still buzzing through the modern playlists.

Not just as a singer but the artist is well-revered for her
activism, fashion, and philanthropic works that offered her
the title of ‘Queen Bey’.

B’Day (2006-2007)

She once said the relationship between her and Jay-Z is not
like ideal married couples however, she enjoys every bit of
imperfection along with her daughters Blue Ivy and Rumi.

This is the second solo album by Beyoncé that was
released on the special occasion of her 25th birthday.
Just like the title coincides with the release date, the
album also reflects the artist’s creative psyche and
personality. It sold over 541,000 copies on the first week
and made its place at the top of Billboard 200. Some of
the singles from the album like, ‘Déjà vu’, ‘Irreplaceable’,
‘Get Me Bodied’, ‘Green Light’, etc are the greatest
examples of her dynamic musical aura. This album
earned multiple nominations in the Grammy

Her two most favorite singers are Michael Jackson and
Stevie Wonder.
Even being a fashion icon, she only prefers mascara the
most and she is terribly allergic to perfumes.

No matter how many musical achievements this versatile
artist has reached, her fans will be still looking forward to
her timeless records and upcoming tracks in the coming
days.
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Upcoming

Singer

Do not miss Sara Ali Khan’s dancing steps on the song of Atrangi
Re: Chaka Chak in AR Rahman’s catchy tune-watch
The first song of Atrangi Re by
Anand L Rai ‘Chaka Chak’ is finally
out on the YouTube platform and it
has already won the hearts of fans.
The song is sung by Shreya Ghosal
and it is featured with the beautiful
Sara Ali Khan attired with a redgreen saree moving her steps with
the catchy beats of this song.
In this short video of the song, Sara
was appearing to be dancing on the
engagement of the actor Dhanush.
On the other hand, Sara was looking
elated at the ceremony and
Dhanush’s character had been
performed in a more serious look.
Moreover, the dancing moves of
Sara Ali Khan were energetic and
her vivacious expression of her on
this music video would make you
pleasure to watch.

However, at the end of this video, Sara
was seen running towards the action
hero Akshay Kumar and she was
climbing on top to hug the actor.

when Rinku and Vishnu met and fall
for each other and she was in
dilemma to decide one man in
between them.

In earlier, the trailer of ‘Atrangi Re’ left
fans in speculation about what is in the
store of this film. This trailer had begun
with Vishnu aka Dhanush was kidnapped
by the family members of Rinku
Sooryavanshi aka Sara Ali Khan a feisty
girl. Forcefully they were wed off by her
family but later on, they learned that
none of them wanted this marriage and
they decided to part ways after reaching
Delhi. After that, she revealed that she is
in a relationship with another person
whose name is Sajad aka Akshay Kumar.
She had tried to elope with him 21 times
but ended up being caught by her family
member.

The song ‘Atrangi Re’ has been
written by Himanshu Sharma, it is
directed by Anand L Rai and the
song is produced by Bhushan
Kumar’s T-Series. Especially, before
the song started by AR

However, the problems get started
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Rahman, Sara Ali Khan was
establishing her intention towards
the dance and celebrating her
husband’s or Dhanush’s
engagement with another woman.
The set of this song is situated in
South India and the actor was
performing in a traditional home
and out in the streets. The film is
going to be released on 24th
December on the Disney plus
Hotstar.

Upcoming Singer
in her songs. She is mainly a pop artist; however,
some touches of rock music, alternative pop,
indie can be felt in her songs. With her
magnificent vocal, she has already impressed her
audience. Her songs have the charisma to draw
the audience to her profile. Songs like, ‘Got 2B
Famous’, ‘I Tried’, ‘Sleep on My Own’ and ‘Slow’
are some of the astoundingly brilliant pieces of
music. Although she is a rising artist, her songs
will make you feel her genius and experience in
song making.
As it is now confirmed that the upcoming EP of
the artist Sandra Grace will be released on 21st
December, it already sets high expectations
among fans. ‘Fight For A Living' is a special EP
for her, as though each song she would describe
her life story. Likewise, she will infuse her song
with a sense of motivation and inspiration. The
first song ‘Done To Me’ of the EP will be
powerful. She shows her anger to them who tried
to drag her down. The song will motivate
listeners to become stronger than ever. The song
'Got 2B Famous’ will make the listeners believe
in the importance of their existence.

MARK YOUR DATE: ON 21ST DECEMBER
SANDRA GRACE RELEASES HER LATEST EP
'FIGHT FOR A LIVING'
The upcoming EP ‘Fight for a Living’ by Sandra Grace is
releasing on 21st December. All four songs in the EP will motivate
and inspire the audience.

The song is about her love and admiration for
Charlie Puth. So, if you are a fan of Charlie Puth,
you will feel the way she performs. ‘Back of Your
Car’ primarily deals with a kind of relationship of
bad-boy-good-girl or vice versa. These kinds of
relationships often hurt. However, the song is
written from a grown-up perspective now. The
title song ‘Fight For A Living’ is the hymn of selfbelief and self acclamation for those who are
forced to believe they are of no good. So, stay
tuned for the EP as it has four beautiful tracks in
it. To know more follow her on YouTube,
Facebook, and Apple Music.

Next week on 21st December, artist Sandra Grace is going to release
her latest EP. After giving some beautiful songs to her fans, she is
determined to deliver them her next EP in the coming week. The
EP- ‘Fight for a Living’ will consist of 4 songs. The songs will be
different from each other, though all will blend into a story of her
life. It is vivid even in her previous songs that she presents a story
through her songs that are capable of motivating and inspiring
people. The subject matters that she chooses to sing about always
gives always empower the audience with self-belief and self-love.
So, this time doing justice to her style she will keep her musical
legacy up to the expectation of the audience.As a singer and
composer, she always turns up with a variety of music
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Classic pop vibes
with a highly
motivated song
'Cancer You're No
Friend of Mine' is a
nice production from
Lamont Jackson
Pop is the most popular and desired
musical genre all over global and it
is originated during the mid of 1950
in the US and the UK. Moreover,
people are alternatively using the
terms popular music and pop music
but pop music has some different
features and characteristics. Many
artists from all over the globe have
contributed to the pop song genre
and provided an ecstatic enjoyment
to the music listeners. However,
from the year 1950, the pop song
has changed a lot and nowadays
many artists used hip-hop and rap
with pop songs for designing nice
productions for music enthusiasts.
About
An emerging and creative pop song
artist Lamont Jackson is producing
some inspiring, motivating, and
romantic songs for song lovers.
Through the pop music
arrangement, he tries to grab the
attention and affection of the music
enthusiasts. The artist is a selfdependent and independent artist
who tries to implement his own
color within his music. Therefore,
after listening to his songs you can
feel a different pop song vibe from
the other contemporary pop songs.
Furthermore, the artist has a nice
vocal texture with nicely crafted
music progressions. If you check
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his pop songs on his
YouTube channel, you will
understand that he records his
songs in a room but the
productions are nice to hear.
Musical Contribution
The passion of the music of
Lamont Jackson has enabled him
to produce many pop songs for his
rising and potential listeners. In
each song, the artist has mixed his
music cleanly with a confident
vocal effect.
Therefore, the fine use of lyrical
outpouring has made the artist an
organic musician with a melodic
flavor and nature. Some of the pop
songs of this artist are ‘Sitting on
the Dock Of The Bay’, ‘I Can’t Help
Falling In Love With You’, and
‘Let’s Go Chiefs!’.

Latest Track
The latest track of this artist is
‘Cancer You're No Friend of Mine’ is a
highly motivated and inspiring song
for cancer survivors.
Therefore, the artist produced thi8s
video and wrote the lyrics in the
memory of the persons who lost as
well as in the honor of those patients
who have fought the battle and won.
This power-packed music with strong
vocals and nice musical jamming
could mesmerize you. The artist
believes that music can only connect
with the people so he produced
‘Cancer You're No Friend of
Mine’ and spread a strong
motivational vibe to the cancer
fighters all over the globe.

Upcoming Singer

About:

Being an avid follower of music, the artist Odd
Jaxx has never limited his songs to one genre.
Harnessing his musical expertise in the genres
like Jazz and Lo-Fi, he tries to expand the impact
of his songs.
However, mixing beats with rap is his specialty.
In his approach, he is polite in every song.
Moreover, all his songs bear some messages for
the listeners. Through his songs, he urges people
to be resilient, perseverant, self-believer, and
above all be authentic to who they are.

Musical contributions:
Jaxx has given to the music world some of the
most influential powerful and effective songs to
hip-hop music. All his songs follow a slow and
soft and relaxing style. Hip-hop music
essentially appeared to motivate the audience
and build unity among them. However, it lost the
connection over time. All his songs
‘Transcendence’, (Sell It Off) Crazy’, ‘Da
Window’ and others strive for reviving the lost
glory of hip-hop music.

Latest Release:

THE SONG 'TRANSCENDENCE' BY ODD JAXX
DRAWS ATTENTION WITH ITS RELAXING
MUSIC, MOTIVATIONAL RAP
Artist Odd Jaxx combines the features of hip-hop music with Lo-fi
and Jazz in his songs. The latest one ‘Transcendence’ is the most
beautiful example of itT he advent of hip-hop music brings a
revolutionary change in the world music industry. Lack of melody,
fast spoken speeches, and use of slang in a stylized rhythm make
the melody lover look at the genre with disgust. However, some
dedicated artists showing resilience to all the criticisms have given
their best, and have made the genre one of the most popular genres
of music. Odd Jaxx seems to be one of the prolific and dedicated
artists who have revived hip-hop music from the dull phase of
absurdity. Whereas vulgarity has become one of the integral parts
of hip-hop music, the songs of the artist spread motivation with
their relaxing music and moral values embedded in rap.

The latest release ‘Transcendence’ of the artist is
one of the best songs of hip-hop music of all
time. The song is a perfect combination of hiphop and lo-fi music. The rap of the song is highly
motivational and encouraging. It shares the
message with the audience to be authentic and
hard working. Never leave the path of hard
work as it will certainly pay you off in the end.
This message is shared with the audience with a
very relaxing piece of music and with slow and
soft beats in the background music.
Furthermore, rap has become the center of
attraction. ‘Transcendence’ uses adequate and
appropriate rhetoric to get the message delivered
to the listener in the best possible way. So, listen
to the song with all the other songs on his official
YouTube Channel.
To get to know the release of all his latest tracks
in the future, subscribe to his channel and follow
him on Apple music, Instagram & Twitter.
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Newport, Rhode Island. He developed his
passion for music since childhood. The gifted
musician gradually nurtured and cultivated his
skills. And with time his music matured with
excellence. This new-age hip-hop artist has
started his musical career just a few years back,
mostly working individual. The promising accent
of his personality will surely dominate the music
industry soon. Recently worked with WoeLife
Music Group’ to produce and promote his freshly
brewed work.

Musical Career
This artist started his career in the year 2018 with
‘My girlfriend better’. His body of work includes
smashing hits like, ‘Toya says’, ‘Hate my life’,
‘Yoshi’, ‘Money is coming’ from his latest
released album ‘Capricorn the goat’. Earlier this
year king released another album called
‘Thugging on repeat’ which included songs like,
‘Better’, ‘Sticky’, ‘Bills’, ‘Love it’, ‘Blessings’,
‘White fur coat’. In 2020 he released his first
album ‘Toyas Son’ which had songs like, ‘Toya’,
‘Good die young’, ‘Just my woely’, ‘My people’,
and many more. He released several music
videos on online platforms. All of his songs are
glowing with his energy and unparallel aura.

Latest Projects

The Rising Hip Hop Star
King Hansom Has
Introduced a Superbly
Organized Song ‘Blizzard
From Juice’
Unwavering hip-hop music artist, King Hansom, is a star in making.
He has always been amazed by his skills that are daunting and
unfiltered. His song has the same essence of honest rawness. The
exquisite spells arranged with vigorous music can simply amplify
the aura of the song. His gifted creativity and skills will acquire him
the heights he is meant to have. His natural ways of making music
is very promising.

About
This superbly talented singer and songwriter is hailing from
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His latest video which came out online a few
hours back has a witty as well as the nostalgic
accent of hip hop. ‘‘Blizzard From Juice’’ is
hugely inspired by the movie Blizzard. The
inspirational subject of this video is a
conversation with Q depending on Q’s reality he
decides to not get involved with the scenario.
While King Hansom decides not to go in the
streets like Q and a DJ is pulled off the stage for
his murder. His creativity has always surprised
the audience with accumulative reasons. Anyone
who is a fan of that movie or people who haven’t
watched the will instantly connect with the song,
it is that engaging. He is working on several new
music videos and singles, which will be released
in 2022. He has never let down the expectations
the fans have for King Hansom. And will surely
deliver some gripping songs in the shortly. And
to connect to his fans this rock star has come
on Facebook, Instagram, Spotify, and
his Youtube so follow him for more updates on
his upcoming work.

World Music

DRAKE WITHDRAWS BOTH OF HIS NOMINATIONS FOR
GRAMMY 2022
Drake got chosen for two Grammy
nominations. And But he has
withdrawn both of his nominations
before the final round of the ballot.
Drake himself and his management
team made the decision
collectively. The Grammy has
honored this decision.
Drake’s ‘Certified Lover Boy’ was
nominated for the Best Rap Album.
His ‘Way 2 Sexy’ got nominated for
Best Rap Performance.
His motivation for this decision is
not clear. But we have seen him
before, refusing to send his album
for Grammy’s nomination in 2018.
This is probably just a continuation
of his previous actions.
According to him, awards are the
highest recognition that an artist
could achieve. But getting the

same award year after year can be
discouraging for other artists. He goes
further implying the fact that many
singers and Rap artists are creating great
songs. But they are not getting enough
recognition.
He says that when he hears a stadium
packed with people reciting his verses, is
an achievement for him. The excitement
of that free chorus is much more than
holding a golden statue in his hands.
The artist posted on Instagram shortly
after 2021 nominations were announced
‘I think we should stop allowing
ourselves to be shocked every year by the
disconnect between impactful music and
these awards and just accept that what
once was the highest form of recognition
may no longer matter to the artists that
exist now and the ones that come after,’.
This shows he is reluctant

and frustrated by the treatment he
is getting from the awarding
authority.‘Maybe because I’ve
rapped in the past or because I’m
Black, I can’t figure out why,’ the
hint he gave in some of his recent
interviews. The racial aspect is very
prominent according to him. And
he continues by saying ‘I feel almost
like alienated or you’re trying to
purposely alienate me by making
me win rap awards, or either just
pacify me by handing me
something, putting me in that
category, cos it’s the only place you
can figure out where to put me,’.
Whatever the reason is behind this
decision, he will have his huge fan
base by his side. Chanting his verses
along with him with no music
playing.
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Use and influence
Though the use of tabla started with Classical
Indian Music, it soon started enriching the folk,
Sufi, kawali, and other traditional music in India.
It soon became very popular among the common
people.

GET TO KNOW THE GLORIOUS SIDE OF TABLA
AND ITS INFLUENCE ON MUSIC
Tabla is one of the most commonly played Indian percussion
instruments that started with the North Indian Origin. It is widely
used to accompany other instruments and vocal performances to
add more gravity to it. Its primary purpose is to maintain the metric
cycle in musical compositions. Though it is essentially an
accompanying element, the diverse sound of the table is well
utilized by the soloists. There are vast repertories where tabla has
proved its worth. Not only in traditional Indian music but Tabla has
spread its influence across the world in the modern music
industries too.

Origin

Other percussion instruments like pakhavaj,
rabab, etc lost their potential with the tabla
being the most convenient percussion
instrument that merges with every kind of
soundscape. Different gharanas and kyadas took
birth with the widespread influence of Tabla,
such as Delhi Gharana, Lucknow Gharana,
Benaras Gharana, and so on.
Each of these gharanas consists of a distinct
essence and style that reflects more diversity in
the compositions. The popularity of the
instruments spread across the world as different
bands and artists started using them to craft
their tracks. From the golden era of The Beatles
to the modern era of Tool, tabla has been a part
of the pop to rock and everything. Both in Indian
Music and Western music, the tabla is one of the
most potent instruments in experimental and
traditional music.
Some of the best Tabla Players of all time
After the widespread usage of tabla in different
music, some of the legendary artists have
appeared in every decade to prove its
importance to music enthusiasts worldwide.

The history of tablas is still unclear however and there are many
proofs that explain that the invention was made back in the 17th
century. Tracing back to its indigenous origins, tabla has entered
India with the Mughal conquerors who spread their dynasty in the
Indian subcontinents. The term ‘Tabla’ is derived from the Arabic
word ‘Tabl’ which means ‘a flat surface facing upwards’. Some say
it is derived from the English term ‘table’ while some claim it came
from the Latin term ‘Tabula’.

Some of them are, Zakir Hussain

Structure

Rimpa Siva

Tabla is a set of two drums that are not identical at all. There is a
smaller drum named Dayan which is used to create sharp tonal
beats and on the other hand, there is a bigger drum named Baya
which helps to create bass. Made of a hollow wooden structure, the
drums are tightly set with a thin skin membrane that helps to
produce beats. The instrument is purely played by different
techniques of slapping and poking with bare hands and extensive
use of fingers as there is the use of sticks. Thus, the artists are
capable of creating different rhythms and mnemonic syllables.
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Son of Ustad Allah Rakha, Zakir Hussain has
been one of the most influential tabla players of
all time who pioneered contemporary styles.
Studied at Indira Kala Sangit University and
Berkley College of Music, he raised awareness for
tabla and tabla players on an international level.

Rimpa Siva is one of the most talented female
tabla players around the world who embraced
the Farukhabad Gharana with a bigger approach.
Her creative compositions are well renowned
and a French documentary film has also been
released with the name ‘Rimpa Siva: Princess of
Tabla’.

Indian Music

Tanmoy Bose
Keeping his name out there as a master Indian percussionist, this music player has toured around the world with his
sheer individuality and creativity. His band ‘Taalantra’ has taken jazz, Indian classical music, and folk music to a whole
new level.

Trilok Gurtu
This world-class percussionist has spread his musical skills around the world by incorporating tabla in different
western genres and fusion music. He was one of the most innovative percussionists who enhanced tabla along with
swords, buckets, and other influences.

Swapan Chaudhuri
Starting playing at the age of five years only, Pandit Swapan Chaudhuri recreated Indian Classical Music with his
timeless compositions. Elegant playing and powerful expressions are the key virtues of his musical works.
There are many other tabla players in India and around the world who inspired people to use this musical instrument in
a new and more creative way.

Conclusion
Since the pre-historic times, the influence of music and the need for percussion is quite evident. Tabla has been always
there to fulfill the needs whether traditional music or modern fusions. The instrument has held its potential through all
these decades with its beautiful tonal quality that embraces other tracks as well.
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Upcoming Singer

Avalanche The Architect is on
Fire With his Music Video 'The
Baddest Dude', New Boom Bap
Rap Hits YouTube With A Bang

‘My Waistband Looks Like A
Gunshop’ made his way to the 2X
Platinum Club by selling 2M copies.
‘Got Yourself A Gun’ raised
controversies in local as well as
international news for its cutthroat
lyrics. This Canadian rap artist
Avalanche The Architect has been
working and collaborating with
various artists. This artist is working
on an extended piece with Benny
the Butcher and French Montana.
He is also part of a mixtape hosted
by Fat Joe AND Papoose. Apart
from these some of his captivating
tracks are ‘I Yell When I Rap’,
‘Automatic’, ‘We Take The Game’.

LATEST RELEASE

With fiery wordplay, dynamic rhythm,
and raw hip-hop style screen presence,
this music video has all the merit to
knock down the internet. This seasoned
artist has proved his worth by
expressing his wrath through his
addictive spells. Avalanche The
Architect is perfectly brewing music by
recollecting the 90s’ boom-bap style of
rapping and original verses. One of his
latest music videos ‘The Baddest
Dude’ showcases his excellence.

ABOUT
This old-school hip-hop artist was born
in Bronx, New York and later on, his
family moved to Toronto, Canada.
Avalanche The Architect is a mixed
martial art fighter. This buzz of hip-hop
music stung him later on in his life. But
soon enough, he was coined and
encouraged by mane contemporary
hip-hop stars, like Drake and 50 Cent.

Unlike others, Avalanche’s music is
inspired by martial art and street
life. He used to have promotion
and marketing deals with OVO and
promotion deals with G Unit
Records but now he has his label
named Avalanche The Architect
Music Group.
He already has scheduled two
tours in near future. He has
participated in Rolling Loud and
Lil Boosie’s Boosie fest.

One of his latest releases, ‘The
Baddest Dude’ is storming YouTube
with upbeat music and addictive
verses. This song was produced by
his label Avalanche The Architect
Music Group. This song was
uploaded on YouTube on the 27th
of July. With his fluent body
language cool dressing sense, this
video was well shot. With dark sky
background and black goggles are
justifying his contradictory stage
name. All of his viewers are eagerly
waiting for this brilliant rap artist to
have to offer in the future.

MUSICAL
CONTRIBUTION
He started small by releasing his
music content online. This
emerging star has an interesting
way of incorporating metaphors
and similes in his creations. The
adversity of life had a great impact
on his lyricism.
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The arrival of pop megastar Beyoncé makes people optimistic
about her comeback to music anytime soon
Many different celebrities have
joined TikTok, since after its
advent. But, the latest arrival of the
popular face Beyoncé makes her
fans optimistic about her comeback
with music.
She is Beyoncé and clearly, she has
got an immense number of
followers on the first day of her
appearance on the platform. In
August she disclosed that she had
been working on some new stuff
with her studio. Her presence on
TikTok reiterates the release of her
latest music anytime soon.
Beyoncé’s album is expected to
release any in the first quarter of
2022. However, no official
announcement is made by the team
members. The thing that makes
Beyoncé’s presence on the site is so
exciting is that she is Beyoncé.

Since TikTok has shown its power it is
one of the best inclusions TikTok can
ever have.
People just have seen how TikTok
resulted in a music video just this week
by dropping a song called ‘Title’ by
Meghan Trainor that was released six
years back and went viral on the app. So,
it has the driving power that celebrities
can take advantage of.
The arrival of the star is also indicating
to the fact that her song will be more of a
mainstream song as the platform is
popular because of that.
However, Beyonce never needed the
support of any channel to go viral.
Moreover, with her appearance, a
question also arises about how she will
utilize the app. Although she has quietly
joined the app it has already caused a
stir.
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Whatever the reason may be, she
can create new trends through her
page on TikTok and make the app
viral more than ever.
Speculations also come from the
social media platforms that through
her page she can even collaborate
with various artists like Queen B and
others. Only time will speak what
Beyoncé will eventually do with her
appearance on TikTok.

Event Review

'The Voice' vote is open. Vote now for your favorite contestant
The Voice: an American singing
reality show famous for the unique
blind audition. It is called a blind
audition because the judges can’t
see the contestants before
selecting; they select the contestant
just by hearing their voice. Whoever
presses the button to select a
certain contestant his/her chair
turns around and gets to see the
contestant. It is a show from where
America gets to discover its next
voice.
The Voice is a show which has
successfully completed 21 seasons.
And the show has won four Emmy
Awards.
The show has four mentors and four
teams. The mentors are Ariana
Grande, Blake Shelton, John
Legend, and Kelly Clarkson. Every
artist gets to be trained under their
own mentors and learn new things.

end and it’s the final week of the show.
Now the show has its top 5 finalists. This
time Ariana Grande’s team couldn’t
make it to the finale, the last contestant
from her team got eliminated at the semi
finale. The other three teams have
contestants who have qualified for the
finale. From team Blake Shelton there
are Paris Winningham and Wendy Moten,
from team Kelly Clarkson there are Girl
Named Tom and Hailey Mia, from team
John Legend there is Jershika Maple.
Each artist has performed twice on
Monday night to win America’s heart and
their votes which was the first part of the
finale. The judges can comment on their
performances but cannot decide the
winner. In the end, America gets to
decide who is going further and who are
not.
Each finalist gets to sing a duet song with
their respective mentor, but only Ariana
Grande cannot participate in

this cause from her team there is no
finalist this year. But she will give
her unbiased opinion to every
performance.
To vote for their favorite contestant
all they have to do is download The
Voice app from either Google Play
or iTunes App Store and simply
vote for them.
Or go to nbc.com/VoiceVote and
register and vote for your favorite
performer. The voting method
allows a maximum of 10 votes. But
people outside of America cannot
vote for them.
Voting started on Monday night at 5
p.m. PT and ended on Tuesday
morning at 4 a.m. PT.
The result will be declared live
during the second part of the finale
on Tuesday at 9 p.m.

This show has finally come to an
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recognition and have been widely used. The four
major saxophones are Bb soprano Eb alto, Bb
tenor, and Eb baritone. These are varied from
high to low range and small to bigger sizes. The
instrument has gone through a lot of changes but
its authentic construction and essence have
stayed the same.

Structure

SAXOPHONE, THE JAZZ-FUEL OF THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY
Ranging from melancholy to joyous melodies, Saxophone belongs
everywhere there is emotion. This woodwind instrument has been
reigning in the world of music for years for its rich essence and
deep tone that has flourished in many music genres like, jazz,
blues, classical orchestra, English romantics, and contemporary
music as well. Made of brass, this single-reed wind instrument
utilizes vibrations of wind inside the instrument’s body to create a
heavy sound wave.

History
The original saxophone was created around 1840 by an individual
instrument designer, named Adolphe Sax. The instrument is named
after his name only and thus it is called the Saxophone. He made
some major improvisation on the traditional clarinet and utilized
the large conical shape and agility of brass to create something
more deep and unique. Creating a blend between ophicleide and
clarinet Adolphe came up with the new instrument, named
Saxophone.

Types of Saxophone
Adolphe, as a master designer of musical instruments, has created
a range of Sax which could be incorporated with different genres of
music along with a variety of ensembles. He created saxophones of
different sizes to create tunes of high-range sopranino as well as
low-range contrabass. He also created an alternative instrument
name Saxhorn which consisted of valves and the structure of
modern alto horns. He created a total of 14 types of different
saxophones and four of them go worldwide
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It is a brass instrument with multiple tone holes
through which the melody is created with the
opening and closing of the holes. The long air
chamber vibrates when air is blown through the
mouthpiece and a richer tone is created through
vibration. It has a conical shape at the end like a
clarinet but it passes through a bend to create a
grand sound with more resonance. The curved
neck is the specialty of saxophones which makes
it different from the soprano and clarinets.
However, it requires a similar fingering
combination and techniques to create a
composition.

Influence in Music
Even though Saxophone is widely used in blues,
jazz, and modern musical trends; the instrument
gained its first recognition with military music.
Soldier bands preferred to play saxophone
during the phase of world war. Belgian and
French military groups included saxophone as
one of the major parts of their bands. B♭ tenor,
E♭ alto, E♭ baritone, and B♭ soprano, etc are
mostly used and proved themselves to be quite
powerful to energize the soldiers. There were at
least two saxophone players in each military
band, one alto player and one tenor player.
Soon after, sax was being heavily used in the
concert bands to produce more engaging
classical orchestral compositions. The
saxophone quartet of one baritone, one tenor,
and two altos got very famous and was being
introduced to the audience with exquisite
compositions. It was also being used in chamber
music as it can create different combinations
that adapt with other instruments as well.
Later on, the instrument got included in jazz,
blues, and other popular music while there was a
ragtime music revolution going around with

World Music

amazing ragged rhythms. Within 1920, the influence spread even further with the ‘saxophone craze’ among the music
artist and listeners as well. Not only in the band was music but it was very much used in solo compositions and
performances.
Nowadays, the saxophone is being a major part of alternative, contemporary, and indie music which is making a new
wave of creativity through the music industry.

Some of the famous Saxophone players of all time
Saxophone artists have emerged in every era from different parts of the world and some of them are living an eternal
life with their timeless compositions. Each of the artists has nurtured their creativity in particular types of Saxes
whether baritone, alto, or tenor. Here are some of the best saxophone players of all time
John Coltrane
Charlie Parker
Sam Rivers
Coleman Hawkins
Pepper Adams
Gerry Mulligan
The list can keep going on while these pioneers have shown the path.

Some interesting facts about Sax
Adolphe was the sole creator of the Saxophone who change the history of music however, he had gone through
multiple tragedic incidents where he could have died. He was burnt, drowned, poisoned, and had many traumatic
experiences yet stayed alive with his will.
The saxophone was built to fill the gap between brass and woodwind instruments as it is only and first brass woodwind
with a single reed.
It is the most dynamic brass woodwind its diversity has let it stay through all these years as well as the coming ones.
In a nutshell,
The saxophone has great flexibility and a dynamic aura that can go with any kind of composition. Open to different
improvisation and interpretation of music, Saxophone has not only jazz or blue but Global music around the world.
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Previously, in March this year, Demi has released a fourpart documentary series named ‘Dancing with the Devil’
where the artist has shared their personal problems.
Lovato has opened up about their overdose incident in
2018 which has taken them nearly to death. They said,
"done with the stuff that's going to kill me" and took halt
from the hard drugs. However, they also desired to live a
‘California Sober’ lifestyle rather than quitting everything
which can lead to severe withdrawals.
In the series, the singer also said "Telling myself I can never
have a drink or smoke marijuana is setting myself up for
failure because I am such a black-and-white thinker,".
Adding even further, Lovatoexplained, "I had it drilled into
my head for so many years that one drink was equivalent to
a crack pipe."
While there is no uniform definition for ‘California Sober’
but a survey report suggests that the term is referred to
quitting all kinds of substance abuse and consuming only
cannabis or wine at times.

Demi Lovato is sharing their
awareness for being ‘Sober
Sober’ instead of ‘California
Sober’
People’s favorite Demi Lovato is earning more respect
with their latest post on social media that is influencing
people to go ‘Sober Sober’ or what real sobriety means.
The artist opened up about their lifestyle and also said
they are currently being ‘Sober Sober’ as they quit
smoking and drinking completely, omitting drugs,
alcohol, and even marijuana.
The ‘Cool for the Summer’ singer also said that they have
consumed a moderate amount of alcohol and weed in
March, calling it the ‘California Sober’. After that, the
singer has changed their perspective on the lifestyle.
They further added, "I no longer support my California
sober ways," on an Instagram post that was shared on
Thursday. They also emphasized the fact saying, "Sober
sober is the only way to be."
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The artist has completely changed their mind and trying to
make an abstinence-like approach towards intoxication
and drug abuse.
In the documentary, Lovato said “Recovery isn’t a onesize-fits-all solution. You shouldn’t be forced to get sober
if you’re not ready. You shouldn’t get sober for other
people. You have to do it for yourself.”
In an interview with Zach Sang, Demi said, “When I do get
into details with people, it just kind of opens myself up for
more scrutiny than I need,” and now her latest post is
creating enough buzz among all.
Their fans and followers have wished them to grow more
and stay stronger and the singer is doing it, for herself and
for all.

World Music

Ed Sheeran and Elton John
collaborating for three-holiday
singles, cheerfully beginning
with “Merry Christmas”

writing the song, they needed to
change a few things with the title of
the song as many songs on the same
topic had already been made. He
said, “…but we’re probably going to
need to change that title… I went on
Spotify, typed in ‘Merry Christmas,’
nothing. There’s ‘Merry Christmas
Everyone,’ there’s ‘Happy Xmas’ …
there’s not a song called ‘Merry
Christmas”
As soon as the song was released it
was riding high. As per the news of
OCC, the song has collected double
the chart sale of its closest
competitor Adele whose song was
reigning at the top- ‘Easy On Me’It
has been another stressful year. In
the last two years somehow the real
joy of the festive seasons was lost.
From music to cinematography- the
song has done enough to make the
audience forget all the painful
incidents of the previous two years.
It says pain will be there as an
integral part of life. But, for now, it’s
time for celebration.

Ed Sheeran and Elton John have
collaborated for their new single, ‘Merry
Christmas’ to make sure that the fans
get some extra cheers and more fun in
this Christmas. The song that the two
eminent singers co-wrote explains to
the audience the essence of Christmas
and why it is important to enjoy the
festive season.
In the lyrical music video, both Ed
Sheeran and Elton have dressed up in
Christmas outfits. The video includes
all the Christmas-festive elements.
John, being seated on a piano wearing a
glossy scarf, with a mug of beer in his
hand; on the other side, Ed Sheeran
chilling with a snowman are effective in
making the audiences feel the essence
of Christmas.
The snowfall outside the house visible

through the window pane and a
well-decorated Christmas tree with
stars and bells are evoking the joy
of Christmas too. The whole
animated video is done with
utmost efficiency tomake sure it
captures the subject of the song
seamlessly.
‘Merry Christmas’ is one of the
three-holiday songs that the pair
wrote together. Sheeran in The
Two Night Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon said, “I’ve always been
quite against it. “Not that I don’t
like Christmas, I love Christmas,
but in terms of doing a Christmas
song, you need to chuck the
kitchen sink at it.”
In the Tonight Show starring
Jimmy Fallon he also said that
although they were one with

“I know there’s been a pain this
year/ But It’s time to let it go. Next
Year you never know/ But for now
Merry Christmas.”
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Successful sketches have given loftiness to the show. The
show has also been marketed in several ways. It is
promoted through books, documentaries, and the
publishing of behind-the-scenes activities.
Cast:

Saturday Night Live: history,
cast, 47 successful seasons,
and the Christmas special
episode with Billie Eilish
Saturday Night Live, also known for SNL, is one of the
longest-running networks shows on television. The show
is currently run by Lorne Michaels and developed by
Dick Ebersol. The premiere of the show was hosted by
George Carlin back on October 11, 1975. The show was
named NBC’s Saturday Night. The show came under the
spotlight for its sketches, which is a parody of the social
and political phenomena, performed by a large number
of artists. It is primarily hosted by the guest member who
does a monologue in the beginning. It begins with cold
open and ends with someone breaking character
proclaiming “live from New York, It’s Saturday Night’.
Right from 1975 to now the show has given more than
950 episodes to its audience.
History:
After 5 years in 1980, Michaels left the show for a better
opportunity in his career. Then the show was joined by
Jean Doumanian. However he was replaced by Ebersol
just after a year owing to bad reviews from the audience,
He ran the show for 5 years till the return of Michaels in
1985. Till now he has been running the show in the finest
possible way and many artists or personalities who
appeared in the show have achieved success in their
careers. From actors, singers to directors or producers, in
front or behind the camera, have archived success.
The show is broadcast from the Comcast building of 30
Rockefeller Plaza. The format and design of the show
have been recreated in several countries. In all formats,
it acquired a different level of success.

The original cast of the 1975 SNL was also known as The
Not Ready for prime-time players. It included Laraine
Newman, John Belushi, Jane Curtin, Gilda Radner, Dan
Aykroyd, Garrett Morris, and Chevy Chase. Gilda Radner
was the first person to get hired after Michaels. Chase who
was appointed as a writer was forced to become a
performer, which allowed him to leave the show in 1976
right after the first season. After chase departed, Bill
Murray was selected as a performer whom Michaels wanted
to take in the first season but due to the insufficiency of
money and tightened budget, he was not hired. Through
many changes of live performers of the show, many artists
have got fame for their portrayal of characters, like, Fred
Armisen, Aristotle Athari, Venessa Bayer, and Aidy Briant.
All of them are still connected with the show. Even artists
like Alec Baldwin, Andy Samberg, and Chevy Chase got
famous by playing personalities like Donald Trump, Aaron
Carter, and Gerald Ford respectively.
Awards and Nominations:
In the last four decades, the show has got many prestigious
awards like the Four Writers Guild of America Awards, two
Peabody Awards, and 86 Primetime Emmy Awards. It was
added to the National Associations of Broadcasters Awards
in 2000. In 2007 it was also listed as Time’s one of the
hundred best TV shows of all time. The show was also
ranked tenth in the 50 Greatest TV Shows of All-time by TV
Guide. Apart from that as of 2018, it was nominated for
Primetime Emmy Awards 252 times.
Controversies:
Due to the live parody of the social and political issues, the
show has faced many legal issues and censorship. However,
all the controversies could not do any harm to the
popularity of the show.
Latest episode: Christmas Special
Missing the first seven-episode of season 47, Kate
McKinnon has returned to her role as Dr. Anthony S. Fauci,
the nation’s top infectious disease expert. Although she
was reporting the growing concern over the Omicron
variant, she starts by saying, “Do people still think I’m sexy,
or are we done with that? When people see me on TV, they
think, this can’t be good.
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Upcoming rapper Ro's most recent music video 'FLY' featuring
Lik lets you experience an epic sonic saga
Talented hip hop artists Ro and Lik
formed an alliance to create a
rhythmically inspiring and lyrically
thought-provoking Music Video,
‘FLY’, conveying a positive message.
Music is the purest form of art that
connects the hearts of the listeners
with the creators. Young and
talented singer-songwriter Ro has
been successful at forming an
intimate relationship with his
followers with his sublime rhythmic
and lyrical compositions. He has
recently teamed up with fellow
artist Lik for his recently released
single, ‘FLY’. The song is from their
upcoming album, ‘Chosen’ which is
going to be released on January 1st,
2022. The mesmerizing rhyming of
both the artists has given the song a
brilliant touch enhancing its sonic
value. The brilliant rhythmic
arrangement and the clever chord
structure have given birth to a
symphony that is bound to
seamlessly satisfy the audience.

The track deals with the concept of
positivity that you can find in faith. The
singers talk about their life journey and
the obstacles that they had to deal with
throughout the journey. They share the
experience of overcoming those hurdles
in life to inspire the listeners to battle
their life struggles with confidence and
courage.

pace, the multi-talented artist has
now stepped into the scene
introducing the global hip hop
lovers with his extraordinary
rhythmic and rhyming
schemes.Working independently, Ro
has been delivering compelling
compositions to the audience for
years.

The song comes along with a music
video showcasing both the singers in all
their glory. The dynamic visuals in the
song contribute to enhancing the
dexterity of the track even more. The
music video is shot so creatively that it
surely will leave a mark on the minds of
the viewers.

Recently, he has concentrated on
making music videos for his songs
to make them more interesting to
the audience. The music videos
have made a powerful impact on his
existing follower base. His newly
released music video, ‘FLY’
featuring Lik proves the powerful
grasp he has over the audience.
Both the artists have worked
extremely hard to convey their
optimistic message about God and
faith with the meaningful lyrical
illustration of the track. Listen to
his music on YouTube, Spotify, and
Apple Music. Keep yourself updated
about his upcoming music.

The musician has been interested in
singing and rapping from a very young
age. He grew up listening to the greatest
rappers of his time, which instilled a
great love for the genre in him. With hard
work and dedication, he has come a long
way in becoming a master at rapping in
different styles. Perfecting singing and
songwriting at an equal
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John Dee is determined to give
you a hip-hop party playlist,
check out his latest song 'Party
All Night'

An upcoming artist John Dee has
reappeared with his latest hip-hop
track ‘Party All Night’. The song is
energized enough to be played at your
parties.
Hip-hop music that originated as a
medium to build unity among
youngsters has somehow lost its
viability due to some inappropriate hiphop artists and their songs. Fortunately,
artist John Dee does not seem to be one
among them. Through his partyoriented song, he wants to

connect with a large number of
audiences. The song ‘Party All
Night’ is a kind of song that people
would love to play at their parties.
The song shows a party night with
his girlfriends. Although his rap
and the background music take the
seminal focus in his rap, the song
is complete for its music
video. Shot in a little bedroom
under deemed yellow lights has
captured the vibe and mood of a
private party.

Although he has only two music
videos uploaded on his official
channel on YouTube yet, both the
songs are done with utmost
perfection. Both the songs capture
the party vibes with their musicality
and cinematography. The songs
‘party all night’ and ‘shake that ass
girl’ are sufficient to set the mood
of your party night. The lyrical
beauty of the song bolstered by his
musical understanding further
enhances the quality. You can play
any of the two and feel the real hiphop music in the songs.
The song ‘Party All Night’ is
the song that you must listen to at
least once. The song is grooving and
chill enough to bring you back on
the page again and again. Moreover,
it is the style he adopted and the
confidence he reflected through the
video that makes the song a brilliant
piece of music. The stylized
rhythmic speech and the intriguing
music both merged with each other
and enhanced the overall quality of
the song. The poetic techniques and
rhetoric have given it a complete
figure. Techniques provide him the
strength to be creatively free with
the use of slang and rhetoric. So,
listen to the song and vibe the party
with his powerful, energetic, yet
melodic voice. The song has got
already the attention of thousands
of people. If you have not listened
to them yet, check out the music
video on his official YouTube page.
John Dee is planning to release
more songs in the coming months.
To stay updated and to know about
his lifestyle and music, you can
follow him on his socials Twitter, and Instagram. Lastly, do
not forget to subscribe to his
YouTube channel.
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Doja Cat
said, "I'm
extremely
disappointed”
after her
team tested
positive for
Corona
A sad moment for the fans and the
artists as well, as Doja Cat’s team
has been tested positive for corona
and canceled two of her Jingle Ball
performances which were
scheduled to happen in this month.
On Friday, this pop icon has
announced that she will be no
longer able to perform for Jingle
Ball, arranged by New York City's
iHeartRadio based in Boston. A few
members of her team tested
positive for COVID and put a halt to
her performance.
The songstress said in a statement
that the members "are now on
quarantine," trying to recover as
soon as possible.
She further wrote, "For the health
and wellbeing of the rest of our
crew, we are following all the
appropriate safety measurements
and necessary precautions, which
means I won't be able to perform at
iHeartRadio's New York Z100 and
Boston KISS FM Jingle Ball."
She vented out much frustration by
saying, "I'm extremely
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disappointed, Jingle Ball has a
great line up for you all, wish I
could be there. Much love to all my
fans."
In the past few weeks, the ’Need To
Know’ singer has garnered a lot of
attention with several holiday
concerts. Some of them took place
in other Jingle Ball locations such
as Los Angeles, Dallas as well as
Poptopia of the Bay Area.
Later on, the artist further said, "I
love you guys so much and I'm so
sad this is happening but I will see
you all soon," but also there was
ample amount of aggression in her
exclamation, "I'm f—in pissed."
Some of the fans also showed a
negative reaction saying Doja is
the reason behind the spread of
Covid to which the artist replied
"Excuse me bitch? I'm mad at the
fact that I can't perform,". She
thrashed the person even further
saying, "Don't you ever put words
in my mouth you f—ing demonic
rat."
She tried to solve the situation by
interacting through Instagram Live
and expressed her thoughts on the
negative comments and reactions
by some of the followers.

While playing ‘Sick & Tired’ by
Nappy Roots, the singer said, "I'm so
over this s—. I don't f— with a lot of
y'all. But I do f— with a lot of y'all...".
Her exhaustion is evident as she said,
"I'm just really f—ing over it at this
point."
Duly pissed and utterly disappointed,
the artist explained the importance
of the internet and continued vent
further, "But at the same time, if s— is
happening to you on the internet and
you see it, it's your fault that you see
it. You chose to go on there and look.
People are so f—ing pathetic bro. I'm
tired."
Hopefully, Doja Cat will find another
way to perform soon while her wellwishers eagerly wait for it.

Indian Music

Samantha and Allu Arjun fires
up the song with their sizzling
chemistry in Oo Antava Oo Oo
Antava song

chemistry that they share on-screen
has an infectious heat.
The effect of this extremely hot
teaser is so impactful that, it is
evident that the full video will
amaze the complete Indian movie
industry.
On Sunday, the team of Pushpa
hosted a pre-release event of this
Telegu movie. In this event, Allu
Arjun made a speech where he
addressed each of his co-stars and
technician crew, by thanking them
for their contribution to this
project.
In his 20 minutes long speech, he
mentioned the fact that Pushpa
took over two years to film. He
exclaimed with thrill while
mentioning Fahadh Faasil with
whom Arjun shared screen for the
first time.

On 12th December ‘Mythri Movie
Makers’ dropped a song teaser featuring
Allu Arjun and Samantha Ruth Prabhu,
from the movie ‘Pushpa: the rise,
releasing this Friday on 17th December
2021.
The Telegu language movie has stars
like Allu Arjun, Fahadh Faasil, and
Rashmika Mandanna. With a budget of
over 250 crores, this movie is produced
by Naveen Yerneni and Y. Ravi Shankar.
The pair is seen with a fresh look. Allu
Arjun is seen with shady beard, bushycurly hair, and dark complexion. And
Samantha is looking gorgeous and
sensuous in knee-length Ghagra. She is
killing each viewer with her bold
expressions, in this 19-second video.

The original Telegu version of the
song ‘Oo Antava Oo Oo Antava’
has sung by Indravathi Chouhan.
Devi Sri Prasad has composed the
song. And Chandrabose is the
lyricist of this peppy song. The
song is released in several Indian
languages like T
amil, Malayalam, and Hindi. The
Tamil version is sung by Andrea
Jeremiah. Mangli has sung the
Malayalam version of this song.
Kanika Kapoor has given the vocals
for the Hindi version.

Allu Arjun said, ‘Fahadh Faasil is
my brother from another
motherland. It was a pleasure to
have you play Bhanwar Singh
Shekhawat in Pushpa. Looking
forward to seeing you soon. I
respect him a lot as an actor. I
genuinely enjoyed watching him
perform live. I hope you will also
enjoy both our performances on
screen’.This Tamil Actor Fahadh is
playing the main antagonist in this
Crime Thriller, which will be
released in two parts. Fahadh is
making his debut in Telegu movies.
The Writer and Director of this
movie are Sukumar.

In this 19 second video, Samantha
is found broadening her limits of
being a superb performer. Allu
Arjun the star, is known for his
quirky hook steps. And the
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The second posthumous
album ‘Fighting Demons’ of
the rapper Juice WRLD can
make fans feel his presence
among them. SUGA from
BTS, Bieber, and Trippy
Redd, are featured in the
album.

T

he second posthumous
album of Juice WRLD was
released on 10th December.
Releasing on his birthday
the songs of the album have
already created a buzz
among the listeners. While
his millions of fans were
excited to listen to him,
celebrities have shown their
respect to the dead rapper.

LISTEN TO JUICE WRLD'S
2ND POSTHUMOUS
ALBUM 'FIGHTING
DEMONS' FEATURING
JUSTIN BIEBER, SUGA,
AND TRIPPY REDD

Juice WRLD who is also
known as Jarad Anthony
Higgins died in December
2019 due to overdoses of
drugs. After he died, in 2020
his first posthumous album
was released that made the
whole world remember the
rapper once again.

The album consists of a
total of 18 songs. However,
‘Fighting Demons’ was the
thirteenth track of his
album, ‘Legends Never Die’.
Drawing the name of the
album from there the album
comes as a treat for his fans
across the world.
The sixteenth song of the
album features BTS’ SUGA,
named ‘Girl of My Dreams’
is a moderate tempo hiphop song that captures the
chill vibes of the 90s’.
The song is produced by
RM. It is a cherishing and
praiseworthy song for its
lyrical brilliance of Juice
WRLD, and the vocal of
SUGA has infused an
admirable variation to it.
Moreover, it is SUGA‘s
second collaboration with
Juice World.
Overall the song has kept
the legacy of the demised
rapper intact. Not only
SUGA, but also Justin
Bieber, Trippy Redd, and

a message that his mental
illness does not define
him. It is his music that
always kept him detached
from himself, and focused
on his music. Apart from
‘Fighting Demons’, the
other songs that he
performed solo, like, ‘Burn’,
You Wouldn’t Understand’,
‘Rockstar in His Prime’, and
others were brilliant owing
to his style and ways of
composing songs.

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

others have paid their tributes with style by being
featured in some of the songs of the album. While Justin
Bieber featured in ‘Wandered to LA’, ‘Feline’ features
versatile Trippy Redd.The song ‘Wandered to LA' comes
with a video that shows animated Bieber and WRLD.
It depicts both are looking at the Hollywood Hills and the
city of LA from distance and having some good time with
each other. The song ‘Wandered to LA’ begins with
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Even, the album tries to
compensate for the anguish
among his fans over the
sudden demise of their
favorite artist. Although the
absence of such a young
talented artist can never be
compensated, the songs of
this album embracing his
signature style to a great
extent make the fans feel his
presence among them.

Upcoming Singer

Signifying every
part of the Rock
genre, 8889
Music pulls off a
huge milestone
by reaching 8.1k
views with their
new release
‘SANTA BABY’
The rock industry is evolving with
each passing day and some of the
Rock stars are rocking it individually
and pioneering it perfectly. Within
this competition, where every
potential star runs for an image of
being a renowned and successful
individual, we are witnessing a duo
where they are rocking it together.
Both the artists of the band have
released music projects before and
have already gained a wide number
of loyal supporters/viewers. In
addition, with their latest release of
‘SANTA BABY’, they are setting an
example in the rock industry.

About:
The band of 88/89 music, hailing
from London, comprising of Jack
(born in ’88) and Michael (born in
’89), began carving out a space
between synthetic-pop and
psychedelic rock, creating a sonic
landscape with no boundaries.
Their birth years further signify the
importance of the name of their
band, how they want to portray it to
the world, and have always given
their best while signifying the rock
genre of music. Their style of
producing videos and the powerful

lyrics are altogether a match made
in heaven as it suits perfectly in
the way they address their viewers.

Musical Contributions:
The band of 88/89 comprising of
Jack and Michael, throughout their
career have produced
masterpieces of rock music and as
their saying of synthetic-pop and
psychedelic rock goes, they have
always lived up to it.
Some of their previous works
include ‘THE MAN’, ‘WIDE OPEN’,
‘VIRGINIA ‘, ‘THE MAN (LIVING
ROOM SESSION)’, all of which
gained a very good amount of
views and popularity. Their utmost
dedication and hard work saw
them touch the skies when their
song named ‘HIT ME’

literally hit their all-time highest
number of views as close as 20k.

Latest Release:
88/89’s amazing new music video
instills the real Christmas vibes one
will crave for. The video on YouTube
has already crossed 8.1k views.Their
brilliant presentation along with their
bold and charismatic presence and
video choreography will attract
viewers from all around on YouTube
towards this music video. The duo’s
creative nature and the balance of
presentation in their new release
‘SANTA BABY’ is top-notch and
bold. Produced by 88/89, mixed by
Tim Rowkins (MaribouState, Mura
Masa, and Rina Sawayama), and
mastered by Kevin Tuffy at Alchemy
Mastering makes the song is a classy
one.
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Artist Interview

Rising New
Jersey-based
female rapper
Sadge
DuPre's
newest music
video, 'ONE
MORE' will
blow your
mind away

The magnitude of a hip-hop track purely depends on the
creativity of its creator. Armed with brilliant creativity,
Young and talented hip hop artist Sadge DuPre has
earned quite the attention from the music industry with
her brilliant compositions. She has once again gained the
nod of the global hip hop fans with her latest music
video, ‘ONE MORE’ released on major streaming
platforms. She has recently taken some time off her busy
schedule to sit for an interview with us.
Hello Sadge DuPre! Congratulations on the success of
your new music video, ‘ONE MORE’! Thank you for
answering our questions that your fans are dying to
know. Here it goes:

Q. What is your real name and where are you from?
A. Jasmine, and I’m from South Jersey .. Willingboro 609

Q. How old were you when you started your musical
career and what inspired you to do so?

A. I wrote my first song at 9 I believe, I don’t know what
interest me to pick up a pen and write it but it was my
own version to Bow Wows “let me hold you” feat
Omarion lol . When I turned 15 I wanted to be more open
with my parents .. I performed a song I wrote to Jesus
Walks by Kanye West in front of my mom.. after that she
took me to guitar center the next day and bought me my
first equipment, from there I was recording and mixing
music In her bedroom while she worked most of the
time… When I was 16 I had my first studio session my
dad took me to , from there i haven’t stopped

Q. Is there any other genre that you like and want to
incorporate in your music other than hip hop?

A. I incorporate R&B all the time. Hiphop is my first love
but R&B is my favorite. I taught myself how to
harmonize and use melody’s. I’m not a singer singer but I
know how to do enough to where it works for my voice
and that’s the gift of it all finding your voice

Q. Tell us about your newest music video, ‘ONE MORE’.
What is the subject matter of the track?

A. ‘One More’ is about a person who has reach their level
of success but may come across people from their past
who can’t handle the success they have reached.
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It’s based around jealousy.. but me personally I’m
someone who just doesn’t care if I worked hard to get
here no body is pressure to me .. I’m gonna live everyday
to the fullest .. the devil will try to kill you every time but
you gotta keep living.

Q. What kind of rhyming style did you use in the song
and how is it different from your contemporaries?

A. I’m just very melodic I’ve been melodic before
melodic got this hot to be honest I’ve been sounding like
this since I started on a lot of songs back in the day. I’ve
just improved my sound so if anybody says to me oh you
sound like this or that I’m like well thanks for the
compliment but I really sound like me…and on top of
being able to make r&b music without rapping is a plus.

Q. What message do you want to convey to the listeners
with the song?

A. That this is my moment if you try to kill it well…….

Q. Did you write the lyrics of the song and does your
rapping style have any impact on its presentation?

A. I write all my music , this particular song I wanted it to
be aggressive in wording but so laid back and chill very
nonchalant behavior cause that’s how I am .. nonchalant
and chill but I can be aggressive when necessary

Q. The visual presentation in the music video was quite
powerful, how do you think it will be received by the
audience?

jermaine dupri definitely label goals .. he set the bar with
production writing and artist I need to be on that level
but higher now

Q. Name some of the finest hip-hop numbers that you
have released so far.

A. All of them gotta check out all of them and make your
own numbers lol

Q. Are you working alone or with some record label right
now?

A. I’m solo solo no label no management I am currently
looking for management but I also have my own label so
whoever gets aside me is gonna def be in for a ride of
success

Q. What can we expect from you in the future? Are you
working on new music?

A. In the future you can expect me making music still but
on a higher level , definitely making a name for myself as
well as other adventures I don’t want to speak on …
but sold out shows concerts, working with legends,
acting , running my label signing artist , song writing for
others ..
giving back to the community definitely a lot of giving
back. Plan on leaving my mark on earth before I leave
that’s for sure. Right now I’m working on an EP but also
pushing out more content for the work I have out now..
definitely stay tune.

A. The visual really came about with just grabbing
whatever was seen in the place of shooting the video…
I’m like man let’s make this video like some drug cartel
thing .. it was one of those things I went into with the
mindset of whatever happens here is meant to happen…
stepping outside the box too

Q. Which hip hop artists influenced you the most and
how do you utilize their inspirations in your music?

A. Since we are talking Hiphop I’m inspired by JayZ
Tupac Jadakiss Eve Lil Kim 50 Cent JaRule Bow Wow
Nelly just to name a few … they all play a part on why I
fell in love with the culture. Also SoSo Def with
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it could affect Swift’s career. However, it was not
too long that they could hide it from people.
Taylor Swift also reportedly made a song on it.
She poured her emotions into the song.

Swift’s never published book:
Among many other facts of Taylor Swift, it is
also very interesting to know that she wrote a 350
–page novel just at the age of 12. However, she
never showed her interest to publish the book.

Taylor Swift’s music inspirations:
Taylor Swift herself today is considered an idol
by many budding singers and her followers.
However, the singer also idolized and still does
while growing up. She herself admitted that she
had been highly inspired by Shania Twain and
Britney Spears.

Taylor’s relationships:

5 UNKNOWN FACTS THAT YOU ARE UNLIKELY
TO KNOW ABOUT TAYLOR SWIFT
Taylor Swift is one of the most versatile musicians in today’s world
of music with many historic achievements in her name. Born in
Pennsylvania, relocated to Nashville, Tennessee, the artist started
learning country-pop, at the early age of 14. Just within a few years,
she has become one of the most admired and best-selling artists of
all time and enjoying a career that a musician can hardly imagine.
Although one of the all-time great music artists Taylor Swift today
famous for her achievements, there are still some facts that many
of you may not know. Out of all her historic achievements, the
biggest would be her 8 songs ranked number 1 in Billboard Hot 100.
These include her version of ‘All Too Well’ which became the
longest song stayed at number one in the chart. Her others
achievements include 25 Billboard Music Awards also happened to
be the most by any woman artist, 12 Country Music Association
Awards, and 11 Grammy Awards.

Taylor swift’s family:
Taylor Swift’s parents Scott Kingsley Swift and Andrea Gardner
terminated their marriage in 2011. It is said that they tried to hide
their separation as they thought media would disturb Taylor, and
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Although it’s very often that Taylor Swift takes
the limelight for her love affair. She has
described her failed relationships even through
her songs. Recently, a song written on her exboyfriend Jake Gyllenhaal went viral only a few
times after she released the 10-minute-long
song. The list of Ex of the singer includes Tom
Hiddleston, John Mayer, and others. Currently,
she is having a relationship with Joe Alwyn.

Swift’s appearance CSI:
Probably many of you have not remembered that
Swift has played the role of a rebellious teen
called Haley Jones in an episode of CSI.

Music News

Alicia Keys shocked everyone
with her double album 'KEYS'

the songs of KEYS, and maybe this
was the best use of the whole
pandemic time.
It is her eighth album, effectively
it’s the same album twice. But the
Unlocked version, describes more
piano and vocals.
Two versions of one album is a
completely new thing for everyone.
Where in the Original side has the
classic side Alicia, on the other
hand, the Unlocked has the sonic
side of her.
KEYS is an album produced by
Alicia Keys herself and Mike aka
Mike Will Made-It (Kendrick Lamar,
Miley Cyrus)
In the Unlocked part, Alicia Keys
has featured Khalid, Lil Wayne,
Swae Lee, and Lucky Daye, and in
the Originals part, she has featured
Brandi Carlile and Pusha T.
As the artist said before ‘These
songs are going to creep into your
heart and give you what you need’ is
just appropriate forthe album. It is
really going to give what a heart
needs.

The waiting has finally ended. Alicia
Keys has unveiled her new album
‘KEYS’. It is a double album. The first
part is known as the Originals and the
second part is the Unlocked. It is a oneand-a-half-hour-long album that has
twenty-six songs in it.
Alicia Keys is not only a songwriter but
a pianist too. In this album, she has
showcased her talent here. In her
previous songs, she has shown her
talent as a pianist but in this album in
the Originals part, she has filled it with
piano. On the other hand, the Unlocked
version has the vibe of drums and

upbeat music.
In KEYS there are songs for every
mood. If people want to enjoy the
effortless and melodious voice of
Alicia then the Originals part is
appropriate for it, and if they want
to enjoy some upbeat music then
they can always listen to the
Unlocked part of the KEYS.

Alicia keys have secured two 2022
Grammy nominations, including
Song of the Year for the song ‘A
Beautiful Noise’ featuring Carlile
and Best Immersive Audio Album
for ALICIA.

The Originals has a more laid-back
feeling than the Unlocked version,
this album has justified the double
release.
In the pandemic, Alicia wrote all
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'My Sweet
Love' by Jay
Ebby East has
all the musical
elements to
satisfy the
craving of the
rock music
lovers
The song ‘My Sweet Love’ by the
artist Jay Ebby East bears his
passion for rock music and his
endeavor to contribute to the
growth of the rock music genre.
A very versatile, experienced, and
rock music enthusiast artist Jay
Ebby East has always been a prolific
personality with his art. With his
style of composing music, he has
earned acknowledgments and
acclamations from music lovers
worldwide. The song ‘My Sweet
Love’ is one of his brilliant songs in
the rock music genre. Moreover, his
understanding of rock music and his
skills in instrumental affairs are
apparent in the song. Although his
songs belong to the rock genre, his
style incorporated into his songs,
makes you feel that this kind of
magic can be done by him only.
Jay Ebby East is a singer, songwriter,
guitarist, and self-made music
producer. Although he resides in
Colchester, England, his musical
style bears the reminiscence of
Oasis, Neil Young, and Richard
Ashcroft. Moreover, despite
pursuing modern rock, his
influences in music always trace

back to the classic generation of
rock ‘n’ roll.
As a rock music artist, Jay has
achieved so many things to
mention. He has got extensive
coverage in national radio,
newspapers, and other radio
stations across the world. He has
been frequently interviewed by
BBC. From gaining national media
coverage to being played in
premiership football, his songs
have been able to gain massive
popularity, critically and
commercially. He has performed in
many events and gone on tour
overseas. His musical contribution
includes songs like, ‘Shed My
Skin’, ‘Supersonic’, and ‘Live
Forever’. In 2021, Jay has set out a
fresh work with singer, songwriter,
and producer, Daniel James. The

song ‘My Sweet Love’ is collaboration
is one of the best collaborations of
the two artists.
The song ‘My Sweet Love’ has been
released lately, and within a while, it
has become one of the favorite songs
of his listeners. The song bears the
essence of rock music. The use of
guitars and cymbals, and other
instruments will make you feel a
perfect combination of classic rock
music with modern ones.
As the song’s subject matter is
addressed to the beloved, Jay Ebby
East has poured his heart and soul
into the music. Moreover, it is his
voice that sounds enchanting and
melodic; and it brings his feelings for
rock music out with the song. So,
listen to the song on Spotify and
enjoy the real rock music from his
voice.
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The 10 highest-paid DJs in the
world of 2021
DJs are the most creative and experimental musicians in
the industry right now. They have influenced all the
genres in various ways enhancing their resonances.
DJs are one of the most important parts of the
contemporary music industry. They have a vast impact
on the music industry. Being a DJ is no joke financially.
DJs make a huge amount of money sometimes
suppressing the income of top musicians across the
world. That is why many youngsters are now becoming
interested in the profession. It also offers them the
freedom to explore different genres and elements of
music.
Here is the list of 10 highest-paid DJs in the world in the
world:

#1. Calvin Harris (Net worth: $300M)Calvin Harris is the
richest DJ in the world right now. He is a Scottish DJ and
musician specializing in singing, songwriting, as well as
producing. He has a total of 118 award nominations
under his best. He has won 32 awards by now. Sunny
Times declared him as the 30th wealthiest British
musician As per the reports of Celebworth, Harris makes
nearly $50 million per year. He had been the highest-paid
DJ in the globe for six consecutive years from 2013 to
2018.

Netherlands. He was born on January 17th, 1969. He has
been on the field for quite some time. He has become a part
of The Greatest DJ of All Time of Mix Magazine. He even
launched his own radio show Ti��sto's Club Life on Radio 538
in the Netherlands. His annual income is currently $40
million.

#3. Steve Aoki (Net worth: $120M
Aoki is a man of many talents. He is a renowned DJ, music
executive, record producer, and entertainer. He may not be
the highest-earning DJ on the list but is definitely the most
hardworking one here. His earning can go up to $500,000 a
night.

#4. David Guetta (Net Worth: $85M)
David Guetta is the most popular DJ in the world. He is a
household name across the world. He was named the no. 1
DJ in the globe by over 1.3 million people. His contribution
to the world DEDM industry is boundless. He has sold over
30 million singles and 9 million albums all over the world.
He was even appointed as the music ambassador for the
UEFA Euro in 2016. His annual income is between $20 and
$40.

#2. DJ Tiësto (Net worth: $170M)
The Dutch DJ and record producer has a net worth of $17
million right now. He is actually from Breda,
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#5. The Chainsmokers (Net worth: $68M)

World Music
The Chainsmokers is a duo consisting of American
musicians Andrew Taggart and Alexander Pall. They
have earned vast recognition and fame with their track,
‘Closer’. They have received nominations at various
music awards over the years. They have one Grammy
Award, seven Billboard Music Awards, and two American
Music Awards under their belt. Their annual income is
around $46 million.

#6. Afrojack (Net worth: $60M)
Afrojack is an extremely popular DJ with a massive
follower base around the world. His real name is Nick van
de Wall. He is a Dutch DJ and remixer. He is been active
in the music industry since he was only 14. He has been
associated with the music industry since 2003. He does
not just perform live shows at arenas and music festivals.
He collaborates with top musicians like David Guetta,
Nicki Minaj, and more in his career. He earns up to $25
million per year.

#7. Diplo (Net worth: $50M)
Born as Thomas Wesley Pentz, American DJ and
producer Diplo are taking over the world with his unique
beats. He was born on 10th November 1978 in Tupelo,
Mississippi. He is not just the lead member of
MajorLazer but a co-creator as well. He has his own
production house named Mad Decent. His annual
income is nearly $20 million.

#8. Kaskade (Net worth: $50M)
Kaskade’s real name is Ryan Gary Raddon. Born on
February 25th in 1972 in Chicago, Illinois, the talented
American artist is making the whole world dance on his
beats. The eminent DJ has many award nominations
including Grammy Awards in 2017 and 2019 nominations
under his best. His earnings are nearly $14 million per year.

#9. DJ Zedd (Net worth: $45M)
DJ Zedd is an electronic music DJ whose real name is Anton
Zaslavski. He performs all over the world as a DJ and
produces for other artists as well. With his unparalleled
rhythmic approach, the Russian-German artist has created
a huge impact on the scene. He has worked with the best
EDM artist of the decade. The 31-year-old artist has won a
Grammy.

#10. Marshmello (Net worth: $40M)
Famous American DJ Marshmello’s real name is
Christopher Comstock. He is a popular DJ, record producer,
and EDM producer. He first got famous by remixing
American DJ duo Jack U and DJ Zedd's tracks. He has a
loyal fan base around the world. His annual income is
currently around $20 million.
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emptiness were felt through her song. However,
her dance around an empty DMV and laughing
along to the song written on betrayal reiterates
the fact that time heals every wound. With her
NPR Tiny Desk concert, ‘Drivers License’ The
new hit-machine Olivia Rodrigo took us back to
where all started: DMV.
The Disney actor turned singer’s debut with Tiny
desk came after she announced her dates for the
highly anticipated world tour in 2022- from Los
Angeles to Greek Theatre in late May. The tickets
for the world told will be started from Friday
onwards. But for fans pre-booking is also
available virtually.

OLIVIA RODRIGO'S NPR TINY DESK (HOME)
CONCERT TOOK HER BACK WHERE SHE GOT
HER FIRST HIT 'DRIVERS LICENSE'
Olivia Rodrigo achieved the seemingly impossible feat of turning
the DMV into a place where you would love to be, with her
performance of songs from the album ‘Sour’ at one such location
in the latest uploaded video of NPR’s Tiny Desk (Home) Concert
series...
The setting which she described as having some “interesting vibes
to it,” was an obvious place for the breakout hit ‘Drivers License’
which consists of a set of four songs. When she got her music band
behind her, she performed her songs with utmost brilliance. As
time went on, she moved from guitar to piano in the bright setting
with a fluorescent glow of lights.
Throughout this performance, her band and Rodrigo took on the
Tiny Desk with an experiment with the arrangements, embracing
the sounds of her songs. She began with the song ‘good 4 u’ and the
same setup carried on to the song ‘traitor’ with an addition of an
echoed electric guitar.
The song ‘Drivers License features Olivia and a keyboard. The song
created a different impact from the recorded version known for
Dan Nigro’s production and the omnipresent beeping of a car door
sensor. ‘Déjà Vu began softly only the acoustic guitar until
the chorus ramped up as she exclaimed: "Do you get déjà vu, huh?"
Sour tells the story of the heartbreaks of a teenager like Olivia
Rodrigo. At the early age of 18, it is very difficult to absorb and
adjust to such a situation. The deeply felt anguish and pain of
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NPR Music tweeted and asked the followers to
watch the video during the premiere of the Tiny
Desk Concert. Even The California DMV tweeted
about the release of the official music video of
NPR on Twitter on Tuesday morning and
encouraged the followers to check the video out
on the official YouTube page of NPR Music and
also tagged both @oliviarodrigo and
@nprmusic.

Pre Release

Iconic duo Nick Cave and
Warren Ellis is ready launch
their upcoming album 'Les
Panthére Des Neiges'

Prolific music artists Nick Cave and
Warren Ellis are creating a huge buzz in
the music industry with their upcoming
album ‘Les Panthére Des Neiges’, a docu
soundtrack.
Get ready for an amazing music
experience as Nick Cave and Warren
Ellis is all set to release their upcoming
album ‘Les Panthére Des Neiges’. The
album is scheduled to be released on
December 17. The album is the
soundtrack of a forthcoming namesake
documentary that every listener is
looking forward to. The single from the
album named ‘We Are Not Alone’ is
already out and generating enough buzz
among the music enthusiasts, fans, and
followers. Nick and Warren’s prolific
duo does not fail to impress the
listeners with swift melodies of piano
and raspy vocal skills. The documentary
is based on the joint

venture of photographer Vincent
Munier and novelist Sylvain
Tesson who explored the unseen
places of the Tibetan plateau and
researched wild animals there. As
it features the majestic and rare
seen creature Snow leopard, the
title of the documentary and
soundtrack is well established and
justified.
Talking about the film, Warren
Ellis has explained that “The stars
are the animals in all their wild
glory, as we have never seen them
before, and man in reverence and
wonder.” Mesmerized by the
intriguing approach of the film,
Warren decided this documentary
needs a musical voice. He worked
with Nick for a few days and
crafted this album that enhances
the mood of the story. Dynamic

and enjoyable, the latest album ‘Les
Panthére Des Neiges’ is going to be
one of the greatest contributions by
these artists.
Previously, they released an album
named ‘Carnage’ that revolved
around the epitome of the music
industry for a long while. Bringing
back the reminiscences of Bad
Seeds, Nick did a great job in each
project and complemented
Warren’s unparallel compositions.
Cave’s empathetic character and
Ellis’ wild compositions are making
them the ‘Dream Duo’ that every
listener seeks.
The duo is gaining at full throttle
and there is no stopping now. They
already announced a handful of live
events and musical tours this year,
which are going to take place in
2022. There was no halt in the
productivity of these two musical
personalities when everyone was
stuck in the pandemic. As result,
they have grown more powerful and
came up with a bunch of new
singles.
Follow Nick Cave and Warren
Ellis on all the major music
platforms such as Spotify and
YouTube to know more about the
duo and their works.
Tracklist of the upcoming album
L’attaque de Loups
Les Cerfs
Antilope
La Bête
Les Yaks
Des Affûts Elliptiques
Les Nomades
La Grotte
Les Princes
La Neige Tombe
Les Ours
Un Être Vous Obsède
L’apparition: We Are Not Alone
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Rapper
Drakeo the
Ruler,
brutally
stabbed
backstage
at Once
Upon A
Time in LA
festival
West Coast rapper Drakeo the ruler
was brutally stabbed backstage in
an argument at Los Angeles music
festivals where he was about to
perform on Saturday, according to
his publicist and law enforcement
officials and his publicist.
Darrell Caldwell, real name Darrell
Caldwell was 28 years old. His
publicist Scott Jawson confirmed
his death but denied giving any
further information.
He said, “I can confirm his passing
but am in shock and unable to share
any further details at this time. I'll
be releasing a statement from his
family as soon as we're able.”
Police informed that a fight
occurred shortly after 8:30 p.m.
backstage at the Once Upon a Time
in LA festival, an event that
happened just near the Banc of
California Stadium and Los Angeles
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Memorial Coliseum in Exposition
Park. The event also featured
Snoop Dogg alongside Drakeo.
Drakeo was scheduled to be on the
stage at 8:30
“During the altercation, one man
was severely injured by a suspect
wielding an edged weapon…” The
California Highway Patrol in a
statement said. The statement also
includes, “The victim was
transported to a local area hospital
where he succumbed to his
injuries.”
Following the incident, the
promoter of the concert Live
Nation decided to end the concert
before it was supposed to.
A statement from Live Nation
goes, “There was an altercation in
the roadway backstage. Out of
respect for those involved and in
coordination with local
authorities, artists and organizers
decided not to move forward with
remaining sets, so the festival was
ended an hour early”.
Even, the Instagram profile of the
festival also announced the
premature end of the event
without providing any further
information.
The caption in the post goes, “The
Once Upon a Time in LA Fest is

ending early. All performances are
now over. Please head to the closest
exit and head Eastbound on MLK,"
Jawson said that the death of Drakeo
was “monumental”. Calling him "a
king without a crown or throne", he
further added, “No words can explain
what Drakeo meant to me. Drakeo
was the most original and innovative
artist of his generation”.
Jawson also compared the death of
the rapper to the slaughter of the
other two rappers Tupac Shakur and
Biggie smalls.
The Public Information Officer of
CHP said that investigative services
were in action on the incidents. They
were reviewing the footage and
talking to the witnesses.
She also said that the authorities had
no idea that what kind of weapons
was involved, and no arrests had
been made yet.

Music News

Miley Cyrus and Pete Davidson left audiences impressed
displaying their bond at Jimmy Fallon's show
Pete Davidson and Miley Cyrus are
going to pair up for the New Year’s
party Eve show. The duo has made
the fans impressed with the
exhibition of their camaraderie in
their recent appearance in The
Tonight Show starring Jimmy
Fallon.
The friends’ duo showed off their
bond and later Miley even sang a
song for him with a reference to his
dinner date with Kim Kardashian.
The duo also happened to be the
first to attend the talk show in
person amid the pandemic.
In that show, Miley belted out a
song by Yvonne Fair’ ‘It Should
have been Me’ with the addition of
her own lyrics around Pete’s
relationship with Kim. She said,
“Pete Davidson this song is for

you. When I saw those photos, this is
what I played.|”
It is well known that Pete Davidson and
Kim are dating. So, trolling him by
adding lyrics, she mentioned the date
and how the two left in Lamborghini. She
further teased him by singing, “Pete
Davidson, how did you do this to me?”
While Miley won many hearts with her
performance in the show, the host could
not stop his giggling while Miley was
singing.
Cyrus and Davidson both were in the
mood to evoke laughter among the
audiences. The friendly chats between
the two made the friendship glitter on
the stage. Cyrus also revealed that they
ended up getting matching tattoos
aftetheir appearance in the ‘Saturday
Night Live’ by the singer in 2017.r

Cyrus then showed the tattoo on her
left foot, only to see that Davidson
has removed it since. Davidson
showing his wrist said, “I burned
mine off and you still have yours”.
Cyrus then replied to Jimmy, “-Well,
yeah, I stopped smoking weeds
from the next day, for a couple of
years…at least with Pete, anyways.
Well, the show has certainly got
people excited about their new
show onNew Year’s Eve. Cyrus had
also taken to Instagram to share the
photos of the singing duo along
with a caption "BIG DEBUT
ENERGY. Pete & I are official!
Watch @fallontonight Our first
show together as a pair! We’ll be
talking about
#MileysNewYearsEveParty in
Miami!"
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How does an Apple Music Plan work?
Apple Music is one of the biggest
streaming platforms in the world.
With each passing day, it is
developing more. Now the Apple
Music is accessible from not only
Apple devices but Android also. It is
now available in Android
smartphones, computers, and
android speakers, but to access it
there is a requirement of at least
one Apple device to connect with it.
And the device should be the new
iOS 15.2 updated version.
How to avail of the Apple Music
Plan:
To enjoy Apple Music there is an
affordable Apple Music Voice Plan
is available, and the new tier in
India starts from just Rs. 49/month.
All the songs are available in this
new cheap package; it is not like
that the millions of songs are only
available in the premium packages.
All the songs are the same in this
package too. They have come with
this just because of affordability
reasons.
This platform works on voice

command, where the listeners have to
give a voice command to Siri and enjoy
the music uninterruptedly.
It also has a free trial option for
everyone, where the listeners can try out
the seven-day free trial over voice
command. And then if they enjoy the
service then purchase plans according to
their choice.
Limitations of the voice plan:
To activate the plan, the most important
thing is to have at least one Apple
device, because the plan is only
activated through Siri. After the
activation, the listener gets access to all
premium features like uninterrupted
music, downloading music, and syncing
library across the device. It even offers
full access to radio stations, artists, and
albums.
By the voice command, listeners can
control play, pause, or change any songs.
They can even save a playlist just by one
command.
How to purchase the plan:
Apple Music Voice plan can only be
purchased through one Apple device.
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Such as Apple TV, iPhone, iPad,
Apple Watch, AirPods. The only
thing it requires is that the Apple
device is iOS 15.2 installed. Through
any of these devices, everyone can
purchase the plan.
Apple Music is the best streaming
platform right now. For their highresolution songs, and a vast
collection of various genre of music
is attracting people.
Now in India the cost of the plan is
significantly cheap than any other
country and all kinds of regional
songs. Not only regional songs, but
Apple has also come with a wellversed version of Siri, wherein voice
command it can detect regional
language and delivers accurate
search results.
To try out the Apple Music Voice
service Rs. 49 is a quite reasonable
price, and if they enjoy the service
they can always shift to other
individual or family plans.

